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The colors we choose—in our clothes, the food we eat, our creative pursuits, home decoration, and work environment—reflect
messages from the deep knowing part of our being. Color is the mirror of the soul, permeating every aspect of our lives and
generating significant emotions, but our awareness of color is often buried beneath the surface of our waking consciousness.
Psychic, color, and aura experts Elizabeth Harper and Kala Ambrose will describe the power and presence of color in our lives and
how it affects us on the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual levels. Our personal goddesses, angels, and guides use color to
inspire us on your journeys through life; understanding and using the symbolism of color, which we will learn to do in this program,
can help us interpret the messages and strengthen our communication with these spiritual guardians.
Every day, waves of color-filled energy wash over us: Pink invokes love, green creates space, violet inspires reverence. It’s not
necessary to be a therapist, healer, artist, or psychic to experience the potential growth opportunities and awakening effects of color.
Anyone with a desire for a deeper understanding of color can learn to recognize the revealing qualities of their “true colors” and the
messages they convey. Elizabeth and Kala will teach us how.
They will also lead a meditation for connecting with our personal best colors; present a version of Elizabeth’s “Colorscope” oracle
designed for Triangle area energy; and connect us with our specific divine feminine goddesses assigned according to birth month.
Elizabeth Harper is an internationally acclaimed soul therapist, color intuitive, healer, and teacher; a faculty member of the
renowned Omega Institute for Holistic Studies in New York; the author of the book Wishing: How to Fulfill Your Heart’s Desires and
the CD Chakra Workout Meditations; and designer of color-coded Rainbow Spirit jewelry. Learn more about Elizabeth at her website,
www.SealedWithLove.com.
Kala Ambrose is an intuitive empath, inspirational speaker, and voice of the highly acclaimed “Explore Your Spirit with Kala” online
talk show; the author of the book 9 Life Altering Lessons: Secrets of the Mystery Schools Unveiled and of a trilogy of sacred site
meditation CDs; contributor to the book Ancient Code: Are You Ready for the REAL 2012?; and metaphysical spirituality writer for the
national edition of www.Examiner.com. Learn more about Kala at her website, www.ExploreYourSpirit.com.
Private consultations with Elizabeth and Kala:
Choose an Intuitive Soul Guidance consultation with Elizabeth or an akashic “auracle” reading with Kala; find the details on our
website. All sessions are Friday, March 5; 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.; $125 per 45-minute session; at Peace Tree Village, 609 St. Mary’s Street,
Raleigh.
Workshop ~ Energy Anatomy: Exploring and Healing Your Auras and Chakras
Using a variety of exercises and techniques both individually and in groups, Elizabeth and Kala will teach us to see, sense, and
interpret auras within ourselves and others, including children, animals, buildings, and nature. We will discuss unique characteristics in
auras, review how they were depicted historically, and reveal how the aura is changing in the 21st century. Saturday, March 6; 10 a.m. –
4 p.m.; price and location awaiting guidance.
Visit us online at www.Spiritual-Frontiers.com.
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